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The ”1906” award is named after the founding year of the IEC itself, which 

serves to illustrate its significance in a very special way. Each year, a maximum 

of five experts per field may be nominated for this award worldwide. Dr. Karl 

Weber has now received this award in the field of “Industrial-process measure-

ment, control and automation” (category TC 65), in which more than 1,300 

experts work in over 100 projects on more than 500 publications per year.  

His long-standing involvement in numerous working groups (WGs) was ac-

knowledged by the IEC in the following statement: “[This award is presented to 

Dr. Karl Weber] in recognition of his contribution as an exceptionally productive 

member of IEC TC 65 / SC 65C / WG 9 and its predecessor WGs for more than 

20 years. He is currently doing an excellent job of editing IEC 61158-2 – the 

fieldbus section that brings together the physical layer specifications for most 

of the technologies involved in the fieldbus series into a single comprehensive 

document, and is one of the most challenging parts of the revision cycle.”

Industrial Networks

Dr. Karl Weber is currently working in the Industrial Networks SC 65C field on 

”The preparation of international standards on wired, optical and wireless in-

dustrial networks for industrial-process measurement, control and manufactur-

ing automation, as well as for instrumentation systems used for research, devel-

opment and testing purposes”. The scope also includes cabling, interoperability, 

coexistence and performance evaluation. According to the Beckhoff expert, “I 

have been editor-in-chief of the standard on physical transmission technologies 

in the fieldbus sector, which includes the specific characteristics of more than 

20 types (IEC 61158-2:Ed7), since 2019. The standard comprises 550 pages 

and the individual sections have to be prepared and presented in a consistent 

format. The document is scheduled for publication in March 2023. This requires 

technical editing of the general and EtherCAT sections, close collaboration with 

the other editors, and editing of comments from the national committees, as 

well as cooperation with both the technical editors of the IEC office in Geneva 

and the management of the working group in IEC 65C.”

Communication expert with profound expertise

Dr. Karl Weber has been involved in fieldbus standardization since the mid-

1980s and is also actively engaged with the IEC. After achieving his doctorate in 

computer science, he spent 25 years at Siemens working in the field of real-time 

communications. In industry, research and academia alike (including with Zurich 

University of Applied Science and Fraunhofer IOSB INA), he has dedicated him-

self to Ethernet communication and contributed his experience to a wide range 

of projects. Since 2013, Dr. Karl Weber has worked both for Beckhoff and in the 

EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) as an expert in industrial communication. 

He has been actively involved with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) for 20 years and is now a senior member in addition to being 

a member of the IEEE Standards Board. He also represents the German Federal 

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK) in the IEEE Govern-

ment Engagement Program on Standards (GEPS).

September has been a time for celebration at 
Beckhoff Automation, as industrial communication 
specialist Dr. Karl Weber was presented with the  
IEC 1906 Award for 2022 by the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). This prestigious 
accolade is awarded to experts in recognition of  
their outstanding recent achievements.

Dr. Karl Weber, industrial commu-

nication expert at Beckhoff and 

in the ETG, is delighted to receive 

the IEC 1906 Award for 2022.

Beckhoff expert Dr. Karl Weber  
honored with IEC Award




